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Abstract 

This study declares that learners have to face different problems if they try to speak 

non- native language. Same is the case with Pakistani Urdu speakers learning British accent. 

They face difficulties in stress patterns, absence of link between spellings and their 

pronunciation, multiple sounds of a single letter, etc. These problem occur because of certain 

factors. This study will discuss these factors such as, complexity of stress pattern, Absence of 

link between spellings and pronunciation, unfamiliar phonetic symbols, unfamiliar non-native 

utterances and pronunciation etc.  

Key Words: Accent, Pronunciation, Stress, Consonants, Diphthong  
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Introduction 

In effective communication accent of a speaker plays a vital role. A good and proper 

accent enhance the beauty of communication. Accent of any language includes elements like 

proper articulation of the sounds of the language, stress pattern, intonation, etc. To follow the 

native English language speakers a non-native learner has to develop the complex articulation  

pattern of English language.  

Usually every language learner has difficulties in those sounds which are not the part 

of his own native language. Secondly the stress pattern of English language is again a very 

complex matter for a non-native speaker. The stress pattern of English  language words varies  

according to the class of words i.e verbs, nouns, adjective. The syllabic division also comes 

in the way of the placement of stress. So, in order to place the stress a learner has to consider 

not only the class of the word but also of the number of syllables and division of syllables in 

that particular word. 

Syllabic division is not the only factor; the pitch, the number of consonants, the type 

of vowel sounds i.e. long or short, also come into consideration. These factors enhance the 

issue of the non-native language learners who wish to develop a native like accent. The 

branches of linguistics that deal with these issue are phonetics; the scientific study of sounds, 

phonology the  study of organization of sounds in a particular language and Sociolinguistics 

the study of the  relationship between society and language.  

In short, the Pakistani learns have to consider all these factors if they wish to develop 

a native like accent. Though acquiring British accent is not compulsory yet it sounds great if 

you speak the native accent of English.  
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Research Questions 

In this study the researcher has tried to answer questions like; 

Q. What are the difficulties of the Urdu speakers learning British Accent? 

Q. What are the causes behind these difficulties? 

Literature Review 

Speaking in a particular language is one aspect and speaking the standard accent of 

that language is an another aspect. English being the world language has its multiple 

varieties. Most famous and widely  accepted accents of English language are British accent , 

American and Australian accent. But the accent that enjoys the status of Received 

Pronunciation (RP) is the closest form of standard accent in England. Pakistani English 

language learners follow British accent in most of the institutes (Qaisar Ashraf Sheikh “An 

Analyses of the Vowel Sounds of Pakistani English”). 

       The difficulties in pronouncing sounds of English language emerge in some consonant 

sounds like /θ/ and / ð/ (“Acoustic Analyses of /θ/ and / ð/ Pakistani English”. Muhammad 

Asim Mehmood 2011). In order to escape from the original pronunciation of some of the 

unfamiliar sounds of the standard English, Pakistani speakers adopt and reconstruct their own 

system. (Qasim Ashraf Sheikh 2012). 

Objectives of the Study 

A. To explore the difficulties of the Urdu speakers learning British Accent 

B. To facilitate the Urdu speakers learning British Accent by highlighting the issues and 

causes behind them. 
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Discussion  

       There are 44 major phonemes in the British Received Pronunciation. Most of the sounds 

in British accent are familiar to Urdu speakers. There are seven  phonemes which create most 

of the problems for Urdu speakers. Urdu speakers either have to try hard  and practice to 

develop such articulations or they develop some alternate sounds in order to avoid the 

obstruction in the pronunciation. These unfamiliar sounds include /ɜ:/, /ɒ/, /ɔː/, /θ/, /ð/, /eɪ/, and 

/əʊ/. These all sounds have no similar sounds in Urdu. There sounds are pronounced by 

Pakistan speaker in their closest from in Urdu language. 

       Describing all the unfamiliar sounds individually we see that /3:/ is a mid-central vowel 

which is used in most English accents as a hesitation sound. No such utterance is present in 

Urdu phonetics. Hence an Urdu speaker feels uncomfortable in pronouncing / ɜ:/, instead the 

speaker changes it to something like /ʌ/. e.g. /b ɜ:d/ of British will be pronounced as / b ʌ rd / 

by the Urdu speaker. 

       /ɒ/ is again a sound that does not exist in Urdu phonology. /ɒ/in Received Pronunciation 

is not quit fully back, and between open-mid and open in tongue high, the lips are slightly 

rounded. Such utterance is quite unfamiliar for and Urdu speaker. /ɒ/ of RP is replaced with / 

a:/ in ‘got’. As /a:/ is familiar utterance so it becomes easy for Urdu speaker to pronounce the 

/ a: / rather than rounding the lips, leaving them open and pronouncing /ɒ/. Same is the case 

with the longer version of /ɒ/ that is /ɔː/. It is also replaced with a longer vowel sound /a::/ 

under speaker feels difficulty in rounding his lips, keeping them a bit wide and round  

pronouncing / ɒ / and /ɔː/ sounds.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C9%92/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=/%C9%99/&action=edit&redlink=1
https://www.google.com.pk/search?es_sm=93&q=http+pronounced&spell=1&sa=X&ei=zl_kVL-UFMbEPOvYgJgJ&ved=0CBkQvwUoAA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%CA%8C/
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       The diphthongs /eɪ/ and  /əʊ/ are one of the most mispronounced sounds of RP by Urdu 

speakers. Again the reason is their absence in Urdu language. Urdu speakers pronounce /eɪ/ 

of RP like flat  /e:/ without producing any glide from initial vowel to another. It becomes 

difficult for a Pakistani learner to pronounce it as there is no such glide form one vowel to 

another in Urdu language. So /eɪ/ of RP is usually replaced with sort of / e:/ e.g. play /pleɪ/ is 

pronounced like /ple:/.        

/əʊ/ is another diphthong that create issues for Urdu speaker. Urdu speaker mistaken it to / O 

/ of Urdu. The major issue in the above mentioned sounds is that the articulators of the urdu 

speakers are not familiar with such utterances hence it becomes difficult to not only 

comprehend but also articulate such sounds. 

 /θ/ and /ð/ are both dental sounds in English. But Urdu speakers are unable to place their tip 

of the tongue on the back part of the upper teeth to produce these fricative dental sounds. 

Instead they pronounce it a bit like alveolar sounds articulating / θ / as plosive /thh/ and / ð / 

as plosive /da/. 

The second major issue that the Urdu Speakers have to face is the very complex stress pattern 

of the British accent. One single word can have different stress pattern if it has different word 

classes. For example in Process – Verb  /prɒ‟ses/ 

Process – Noun  /‟prəʊses/   - same word has two different stress patterns resulting in 

different pronunciation. As a verb stress fall on the second syllabus, as a noun it falls on the 

first syllabus.  

       On the other hand stress changes according to the number of syllables. Two – syllabic 

words have different  stress patterns, three-syllabic words have different rules, and then in 
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these two categories  rules change according to word classes. In short it becomes very 

complex matter to follow the proper accent. 

       Third most common problem is the absence of link between the spelling and their 

pronunciation. We can discuss this issue in following points: 

There are some of the letters in words that remain silent in the original pronunciation e.g. 

(some words commonly pronounced). 

B is silent in – Climb, Comb, Debt 

C is silent in – Muscle, Scissors, Miscellaneous 

D is silent in – Wednesday, Sandwich, Handsome, 

G is silent in – Grow, Reign, Gnome 

H is silent in – Honest, Heir, Hour, Echo, Monarch, Stomach, 

I is silent in – Business 

K is silent in – Knife, Knead, Knot, 

L is silent in – Salmon, Yolk, Calf, 

M is silent in – Mnemonic  

N is silent in – Condemn, Solemn, Damn, Autumn 

O is silent in – Colonel 

P is silent in – Corps, Coup, Pneumonia, Pseudo, Receipt 

S is silent in – Asthma, Ballet, Rpport, 

T is silent in – Hustle, Bristle 

U is silent in – Tongue, Guitar, Guilt. 

W is silent in – Sword, Wrist, Wrap, Wren, Wrinkle, Wry 
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ii. One letter is pronounced in different ways. For example: 

a – man, mane,  mar, ball, want, about, mare 

e – met, mete, her, here  

I – win, wine, Fir, fire  

o – mop, mope, fore, for  

u – hug, huge, cur, cure, Push, rude, Sur, Sure  

c– cut, cease  

g – go, germs 

iii. One sound represented by different letters. The following table shows that how complex  

is this matter: 

IPA Spelling Examples 

/p/ p, pp, gh pill, happy, hiccough 

/b/ b, bb bit, rabbit 

/t/ t, tt, ed, pt, th, ct, cht, tte, bt 
ten, hitter, dressed, pterodactyl, thyme, ctenoid, yacht, 

cigarette, doubt 

/d/ 
d, dd, ed, dh, t (in some 

dialects), tt (in some dialects) 
dive, ladder, abandoned, dharma, waiter, flatter 

/ɡ/ g, gg, gue, gh, gu go, stagger, catalogue, ghost, guess 

/k/ 
c, k, ck, ch, cc, qu, cqu, cu, que, 

kk, kh, q, x, cq 

cat, key, tack, chord, account, liquor, Jacqueline, 

biscuit, mosque, trekker, khan, Queen, excitement, 

acquire 

/m/ m, mm, mb, mn, mh, gm, chm 
mine, hammer, climb, hymn, mho, diaphragm, 

drachm 

/n/ n, nn, kn, gn, pn, nh, cn, mn 
nice, funny, knee, gnome, pneumonia, piranha, 

cnidarian, mnemonic 

/ŋ/ ng, n, ngue sing, link, tongue 

/r/ r, rr, wr, rh, rrh ray, parrot, wrong, rhyme, diarrh(o)ea 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA_for_English
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/f/ f, ph, ff, gh, pph, u fine, physical, off, laugh, sapphire, lieutenant  (Br) 

/v/ v, vv, f, ph, w, ve vine, savvy, of, Stephen, weltanschauung, twelve 

/θ/ 
th, chth, phth, tth, fth (in some 

dialects) 
thin, chthonic, phthisis, Matthew, twelfth 

/ð/ th, the them, breathe 

/s/ 

s, c, ss, sc, st, ps, sch (in some 

dialects), cc, se, ce, z (in some 

dialects) 

song, city, mess, scene, listen, psychology, schism, 

flaccid, horse, ounce, citizen 

/z/ 
s, z, x, zz, ss, ze, c (in some 

dialects), ts, tz 

has, zoo, xylophone, fuzz, scissors, breeze, electricity, 

tsarina, tzar 

/ʃ/ 
sh, ti, ci, ssi, si, ss, ch, s, sci, ce, 

sch, sc, che, c 

shin, nation, special, mission, expansion, tissue, 

machine, sugar, conscience, ocean, schmooze, 

crescendo, quiche, speciality 

/ʒ/ 
si, s, g, z, j, ti, sh (in some 

dialects) 

division, leisure, genre, seizure, jeté, equation, 

Pershing 

/tʃ/ ch, t, tch, ti, c, cc, tsch, cz, che 
China, nature, batch, bastion (some accents), cello, 

bocce, putsch, Czech, niche 

/dʒ/ g, j, dg, dge, d, di, gi, ge, gg 
magic, jump, judgment, bridge, graduate, soldier, 

Belgian, dungeon, exaggerate 

/h/ h, wh, j, ch, x he, who, fajita, chutzpah, Quixote 

/j/ y, i, j, ll, e yes, onion, hallelujah, tortilla, eoarchean 

/l/ l, ll, lh line, hallo, Lhasa 

/w/ 
w, u, o, ou, wh (in most 

dialects) 
we, persuade, choir, Ouija board, what 

 

Vowels 

 

 

IPA Spelling Examples 

/iː/ 

e, ea, ee, e…e, ae, ei, i…e, ie, 

eo, oe, ie...e, ay, ey, i, y, oi, ue, 

ey, a 

be, beach, bee, cede, Caesar, deceit, machine, field, 

people, amoeba (variant of ameba), hygiene, quay (RP 

only; /eɪ/ in GA), key, ski, city, chamois, Portuguese, 

geyser (RP only; /aɪ/ in GA), karaoke 

 

/ɪ/ 

i, y, ui, e, ee, ie, o, u, a, ei, ee, 

ia, ea, i...e, ai, ii, oe 

bit, myth, build, pretty, been (some accents), sieve, 

women, busy, damage, counterfeit, carriage, mileage, 

medicine, bargain, shiitake, oedema 

 

/uː/ 

oo, u, o, u…e, ou, ew, ue, o…e, 

ui, eu, oeu, oe, ough, wo, ioux, 

ieu, oup, w, u 

tool, luminous, who, flute, soup, jewel, true, lose, fruit, 

maneuver, manoeuvre (Br. variant of prec.), canoe, 

through (form. variant of "thru"), two, Sioux, 

lieutenant  (GA), coup, cwm, thru (inf.) 

/ʊ/ oo, u, o, oo...e, or, ou, oul 
look, full, wolf, gooseberry, worsted, courier, should 

 

/eɪ/ a, a…e, aa, ae, ai, ai...e, aig, bass, rate, quaalude, reggae, rain, cocaine, arraign, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA_for_English
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=/%C9%AA/&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=/%CA%8A/&action=edit&redlink=1
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aigh, al, ao, au, ay, e (é), e...e, 

ea, eg, ei, ei...e, eig, eigh, ee 

(ée), eh, er, es, et, ey, ez, ie, 

oeh, ue, uet 

straight, Ralph  (dated Br.), gaol  (Australian var. of 

"jail"), gauge (var. of gage), pay, ukulele (café), crepe, 

steak, thegn, veil, beige, reign, eight, matinee (soirée), 

eh, dossier, demesne, ballet, obey, chez, lingerie  (US), 

boehmite (also: /oʊ/), dengue (usually: /i/), sobriquet 

(also: /ɛt/; var. of "soubriquet") 

 

/ə/ 

a, e, o, u, ai, ou, eig, y, ah, 

ough, ae, oi 

another, anthem, awesome, atrium, mountain, callous, 

foreign, beryl, Messiah, borough  (Br), Michael, 

porpoise 

 

/əʊ/ 
o, o…e, oa, ow, ou, oe, oo, eau, 

oh, ew, au, aoh, ough, eo 

so, bone, boat, know, soul, foe, brooch, beau, oh, sew, 

mauve, pharaoh, furlough, yeoman 

 

/e/ 

e, ea, a, ae, ai, ay, ea…e, ei, eo, 

ie, ieu, u, ue, oe 

met, weather, many, aesthetic, said, says, cleanse, 

heifer, jeopardy, friend, lieutenant  (Br), bury, guess, 

foetid 

 

/æ/ a, aa, ai, al, au, i 
hand, Aaron, plaid, salmon, laugh (some accents), 

meringue 

/ʌ/  u, o, o…e, oe, ou, oo, wo sun, son, come, does, touch, flood, twopence 

/ɔː/ 
a, au, aw, ough, augh, o, oa, oo, 

al, uo, u, ao 

fall, author, jaw, bought, caught, cord, broad, door, 

walk, fluorine  (Br), sure  (some accents), 

extraordinary 

/ɒ/ o, a, eau, ach, au, ou lock, watch, bureaucracy, yacht, sausage, cough 

/ɑː/ a, ah, aa, i 
father, blah, baa, lingerie  (US) 

 

/aɪ/ 

ae, ai, aie, aille, ais, ay, aye, ei, 

eigh, ey, eye, i, i…e, ia, ie, ic, 

ig, igh, is, oi, oy, ui, uy, uye, y, 

y...e, ye 

maestro, krait, shanghaied, canaille (RP), aisle, kayak,  

aye, heist, height, geyser (US), eye, mic, fine, diaper, 

tie, indict, sign, high, isle, choir, coyote, guide, buy, 

guyed, tryst, type, bye 

/ɔɪ/ oi, oy, awy, uoy oy…e, eu foil, toy, lawyer, buoy, gargoyle, Freudian 

/aʊ/ ou, ow, ough, au, ao out, now, bough, tau, Taoism 

 

       Last but not least the phonetic symbols of IPA adds the problems. There are some 

confusing symbols that are difficult for the Urdu speakers to remember and assemble with 

their sounds for example /dʒ/ creates sound like the letter /j/ and there is a symbol /j / that has 

the approximant Sound of „ya‟  as in „ yes „. Then the /ʒ/ symbol is confused with / z/. The 

rest of the unfamiliar. Symbols like /ɜ:/, /ɒ/, /ɔː/, /θ/, /ð/, /eɪ/, and /əʊ/ also do not make sense 

for the Urdu Speakers. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=/%C9%99/&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C9%9B/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%A6/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%CA%8C/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C9%92/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C9%92/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=/%C9%99/&action=edit&redlink=1
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Conclusion 

       To conclude the discussion we can say that learning British accent for an Urdu speaker is 

not an easy task. Especially the absence of the native-like environment makes it more tough. 

British accent has its factors such as absence of proper connection b/w spellings and their 

pronunciation very complex stress pattern, silent letters, multiple sounds of one letter, 

multiple letter used for one sound and some difficult phonetic symbols, makes the learning 

tougher.  

       This study can help not only the learners of British accent to highlight their issues but 

also can guide the instructors to consider the issues mentioned in the paper. This paper has 

only diagnosed some of the issues and their causes. Further research can be conducted to 

suggest some measures to overcome such issues. In short if an Urdu speaker tries to learn the 

British accent he has to consider the issues discussed in this paper. It may take time to master 

the British accent, especially lacking the native-like environment, but it is not an impossible 

task by any means. 
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